Delight and Defence of The UK
Blessing
If you’re anywhere within
200ft of a Christian’s
social media you will have
encountered this youtube
video.
Musicians
and
worship leaders from a
number of churches across
the UK, singing “The
Blessing” over the nation.
The video is here in case you’ve missed it: The UK Blessing on
youtube.
Let me be clear from the outset here: I delight in this song
and how it’s being used. This post isn’t a substantial
critique. It’s a bit of wondering, a bit of defence, a bit of
leaning off from it to think about the times we’re in and the
church of which we are a part. The song itself (attributed in
the main to Kari Jobe and Cody Carnes) came into the limelight
coincidentally with the Covid-19 pandemic. We’ve sung it
ourselves as a household in this strange season.
So here goes: I delight in this song.
I delight in the content of the song. Its main motif draws
upon the Aaronic blessing of Numbers 6:22-27:
The Lord said to Moses, ‘Tell Aaron and his sons, “This is
how you are to bless the Israelites. Say to them:
‘“‘The Lord bless you
and keep you;
the Lord make his face shine on you
and be gracious to you;
the Lord turn his face towards you

and give you peace.’”
These are deep and rich words that Scripture leans on from
time to time to give assurance of God’s love and favour. It’s
there again in Psalm 67, for instance. It’s not about
individualistic blessing: the focus is on nation and
generations.
This also has rich grounding (Exodus 20:6,
Deuteronomy 7:9) as does the invocation of God’s presence
(e.g. Joshua 1:9) and God being for his people. These deep
waters well up in the New Testament (e.g. Romans 8:31) as
declarations of how fundamentally, totally, existentially,
substantially, utterly, profoundly is the blessing of God to
be found in Jesus of Nazareth, died and risen again as Lord
and Saviour!
Notice how a lot of this biblical grounding is from the
formative days of God’s people, Israel, in the time of their
rescue from slavery in Egypt, their wandering in the
wilderness, and the entering into the promised land. These
were not easy roads. There were afflictions from around them,
and the afflictions of sin and wayward hearts within them.
Sometimes it may seem like the loving heart of God looks like
discipline (some of us are feeling that at the moment) and
feels like his absence (ditto): but the deeper truth remains
and calls the heart to trust him. He is for you. He is with
you, to the thousandth generation. May his face look upon you
and give you peace. At this time of affliction, however we
might feel it and experience it, these are life-giving words
to sing.
Of course, some may (and have) suggested that the blessing
that the Scriptures reserves to God’s people shouldn’t be
invoked over the world at large. The critique is not invalid:
the blessing of God is not merely a universally and thinly
applied sense of warmth, it is deep and located and especially
attached to God’s determined work, his promises to his people,
and his presence in the person and work of Jesus. But it’s not

wrong to pray for the blessing of many. I’ve addressed this
question before. I long for all people to know the loving
presence and saving grace of God, who knows us and made us and
has given us his Son to save us and lead us into an eternal
life that begins now. Especially now.
I delight in the recording and release of this song. Having
had to come to grips with sermon recording and livestreaming,
I can very much delight in the video and audio editing skills!
It’s not perfect, of course. I’ve already seen some comments
from those who haven’t seen someone who looks like this that
or the other; not all the intersectional categories have been
covered. I feel it a bit myself; there’s a lot of big
evangelical charismatic mega-churches in that mix: Where are
the “ordinary worshippers” who look more like me and mine?
I’ve got a well-honed cynicism after years in this church
game. The “what about me?” response is an understandable human
reaction, but in this case I/we should get over it.
This song hasn’t come from some tightly planned bureaucratic
focus-group vetted process of fine-tuned diversity management.
If there is anyone who has “made it happen” it’s Tim Hughes
(formerly of Soul Survivor, and now of Gas Street Church
Birmingham) and his espoused attitude towards the song is
commendable. It has come about from a loose arrangement of
friends and networks and invited and offered contributions.
It’s organic and messy, and therefore not perfect. And that’s
good.
It also hits a pretty good balance regarding the spotlight and
avoiding the sort of brand-driven recognition we often slip
into. One of the points of this song is to show that the
churches are alive and working together. So it needs some
sense of being able to recognise people and places and names
of congregations. It does a good job of avoiding the celebrity
factor. People are not named, churches are. It’s been released
under a neutral brand. The naming of churches serves the

purpose of showing a community of communities without
overdriving the brands. And I love knowing that there are
Eastern Orthodox and Catholics and !Pentecostals and St.
Someone’s of Somewhere all in the mix.
For me, unlike other attempts at this sort of thing, this
feels like my brothers and sisters, and I can sing with them.
I know these faces. I have seen quite a few of them in real
life. I’ve had conversations with a number of them. There’s at
least one face in that mix that I’ve served coffee to across
my dining room table. The family of God is both bigger and
smaller than we think.
Again, I’m good at cynicism. I’ve seen ego-driven light-show
presentations done with not much more than a Christian
aesthetic. This is not that. It’s not absolutely pure and
precise, but so what? It’s a cracked-jar crumpled-paper
offering of people who want to declare the love of God over a
hurting nation. It is something to delight in.
The only thing that wears my heart, just a little, is this.
There’s not enough of Jesus. One of the cracks in our jar
(that I think this current season is rubbing at, one of the
loving disciplines of God for us right now) is that we have
been in a rut of church being about church rather than church
being about Jesus. The church is a blessing – but that’s a
truth of vocation (what we are called to and enabled to be)
rather than identity (what we are by our own right in and of
ourselves). The declaration at the end: “Our buildings may be
closed… but the church is alive” is great, but it’s
unfortunate in that it’s simply about us. It’s the same with
the blurb in the video description which is about our unity
and our good works. It’s almost there, but not quite. We are
only a blessing because Jesus is. We are only alive, because
Jesus is. Let’s say that. We embody the blessing, but Jesus is
the substance of it.
We’re not singing ourselves over the nation, we are singing

the love of God in Jesus Christ our Lord. Keep doing it.
Amen. Amen. Amen.

